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A general definition of a black hole is given, and general "laws of black-hole dynamics" derived. The

definition involves something similar to an apparent horizon, a trapping horizon, defined as a hypersur-

face foliated by marginal surfaces of one of four nondegenerate types, described as future or past, and

outer or inner. If the boundary of an inextendible trapped region is suitably regular, then it is a (possibly

degenerate) trapping horizon. The future outer trapping horizon provides the definition of a black hole.

Outer marginal surfaces have spherical or planar topology. Trapping horizons are null only in the in-

stantaneously stationary case, and otherwise outer trapping horizons are spatial and inner trapping hor-

izons are Lorentzian. Future outer trapping horizons have nondecreasing area form, constant only in

the null case: the "second law. " A definition of the trapping gravity of an outer trapping horizon is

given, generalizing surface gravity. The total trapping gravity of a compact outer marginal surface has

an upper bound, attained if and only if the trapping gravity is constant: the "zeroth law. " The variation

of the area form along an outer trapping horizon is determined by the trapping gravity and an energy

flux: the "first law. "

PACS number(s): 04.20.Cv, 04.70.Bw, 97.60.Lf

I. INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the strongest evidence for a fundamental con-
nection between quantum physics and gravity is the link
between the laws of thermodynamics and the analogous
"laws of black-hole dynamics" [l]. Of the latter, the first
and zeroth laws apply only to stationary black holes, and
the only law established in any generality is the second
law, Hawking's area theorem, namely that the area of the
event horizon cannot decrease [2,3]. Even this is not par-
ticularly general, since the event horizon is defined only
in asymptotically Hat space-times [2—4]. Indeed, black
holes are conventionally defined only in asymptotically
flat space-times, by the existence of an event horizon. In
practice, the universe is not thought to be asymptotically
flat, in which case event horizons do not exist. Even if
the universe were asymptotically flat, mortal observers
could not verify such a global property, nor detect event
horizons. Generalization, both of the concept of black
hole and the corresponding laws, involves not the event
horizon but something similar to the apparent horizon
[2,3], introduced subsequently as the trapping horizon,
which provides the operational definition of a black hole
in the sense that it can be detected by observers. In this
article, general zeroth, first, and second laws of black-
hole dynamics are established for trapping horizons in ar-
bitrary space-times.

The context is the general theory of relativity. The
main concepts are introduced in Sec. III, to which one
may skip on a first reading. The required geometry is de-
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scribed in Sec. II. The relevant dynamical equations and
energy inequalities are given in Sec. IV. The second law
is established in Sec. V, following results concerning the
topology and signature of trapping horizons. The zeroth
and first laws are established in Sec. VI in terms of a gen-
eralization of surface gravity, trapping gravity.

II. DOUBLE-NULL FOLIATIONS

The geometrical objects most relevant to the dynamics
of trapping horizons are spatial two-surfaces embedded in
space-time, and foliations of such two-surfaces. The
geometry of embedded two-surfaces is less well known
than that of embedded three-surfaces, which is described
by the "3+1"formalism. The corresponding "2+2"for-
malism [5] takes a particularly simple form in terms of
the two unique null directions normal to a spatial two-
surface. The resulting "double-null" or "dual-null" for-
malism [6], describing two foliations of null three-
surfaces intersecting in spatial two-surfaces, is reviewed
as follows, with slightly different notation and additional
explanatory comments.

Given a four-manifold JH, with a metric g of Lorentzian
( —+ + + ) signature, consider a smooth embedding
y:SXQ+XQ ~JR, where 4 is a two-manifold and
'M+ = [0, U+ ) are half-open intervals. Taking parameters
g+E'Q~, this generates two foliations of three-surfaces

X+ given by constant g+, intersecting in a foliation of
two-surfaces. A particular pair of foliations determines
the parameters g+ only up to diffeomorphisms

g+~g+(g+), which relable X+. Introduce the evolution
vectors u + =a yt)g, , assumed future-pointing, and the
normal one-forms n+= —dg+. The minus sign ensures
that the dual vectors N+=g '(n+) are also future-
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pointing. By construction, u+ commute, [u+, u ]=0;
n+ are closed, dn+ =0; u + are tangent to X +,
n+(u+) =0; and n» are normalized with respect to u+,
n+(u+ ) = —1. Take X» to be null, g (N+, N» ) =0.
Define the normalization e = —g(N+, N ), the induced
two-metric h =g+2e n+n, and the shift two-
vectors r+ =h 'h(u» ). Then the evolution vectors are
related to the normals by u+ —r+=e N+, and the
metric may be written as

h(r+, r+ ) h(r+, r )
—e f h(r+ )

g= h (r+r )
—e

h(r+)
h(r, r )

h(r )

h(r )

in a basis (u+, u;e), where e is a basis for O'. This
metric is clearly the most general consistent with X+ be-
ing null, so that all such double-null foliations are includ-
ed.

The Lie derivative along a vector u is denoted by X„,
and the Lie derivative along the normal directions
u+ r» is —shortened to X». The extrinsic curvature of
the foliation may be encoded in the expansions 8», shears
o+, inaffinities v» and anholonomicity (or twist) co,

defined by

ponS.
S
Consider a particular double-null foliation, i.e., a par-

ticular set of null three-surfaces X+. Recall that the
dynamical variables (h,f, r+ ) and (8+,cr», v+, co ) are
determined only up to relabellings g»~(+(g») and inter-
change g+~g+ of X». Quantities invariant under rela-
bellings and interchange are true geometrical invariants
of the double-null foliation. More generally, if a quantity
X transforms as X~(g'+ )'(g' ) X under relabellings, then
X will be said to have weight [+]'[—] . The weights of
all the quantities which occur in the double-null form of
the vacuum Einstein equations [6] are as follows. Invari-
ants, i.e., those of weight 1, are h (and hence 2) and J7), co,

and 2)f. Those of weight [+] ' are r+, 8+, cr», 2»h,
X»co, and 2)v». Those of weight [+] are (X»+v»)9».
Those of weight [+ ] '[ —]

' are e, X»r +,
X»8+,X»o+, X»v+. In particular, the following com-
binations are invariant: e 0+I9, e o.+o. , e 8+a.
ef8 cr+, efX»9+, efX+cr+, efX»v+. This is important
for the applications, which involve a one-parameter folia-
tion of spatial two-surfaces generating a three-surface X
which may have spatial, null or Lorentzian signature. A
neighboring double-null foliation based on the two-
surfaces always exists, and is unique is X is not null.
Quantities such as ef8+8 and efX»8+ are then unique-

ly determined.

8+= —,'h'2 h+,„,
o.

gq =h,'hbX»h, d ,'h, bh'—"X—»h,d,

(2a)

(2b)
III. MARGINAL SURFACES

AND TRAPPING HORIZONS

(2c)

2e e~, =h,b[u r, u+ r+—]-
=h.bX (u+ r+ )b-—

hbX+(—u — r )b . — (2d)

In the "2+2" Hamiltonian formulation [6], (h, f, r+ ) are
the "qs" and (8», o+, v», co) the independent "ps." Initial
data for the vacuum Einstein equations may be given as
r+ ~ v on the patch V=p(SX'M+ X'M ),(o+,v+)~s
on the null three-surface S+ =y(/X'+ X [0] ),
(cr,v, r )

~ s on the null three-surface

S =y(SX [0] XR ), and (h f co8+8 )~s on the
spatial two-surface S =y(4X [0]X [0] ). Of these,
(f s, v+ ~s ) encode the freedom to choose different

double-null foliations based on S, while the shifts
(r+ v, r ~s ) encode the freedom to identify the points

of the two-surfaces in different ways under u+. This
leaves as free data h ~s, up to diffeomorphisms of S, and
(8»

~ s, cr» ~s, co ~s ). In terms of classical geometrical

quantities [7], 8+ and cr» are the trace and trace-free
parts of the second fundamental forms
II+= —,'ef(8+h+cr»), and co is an invariant which re-
places the foliation-dependent normal fundamental forms
P» = —ef( —,'2)f+co), as is explained in Appendix B.

Concerning the intrinsic geometry of S, the two-metric
h determines a Ricci scalar A, a covariant derivative 2),
and an area two-form p. The area form defines a measure

A key concept concerning black holes is the trapped
surface in the sense of Penrose [4]: a compact spatial
two-surface S on which 8+9 ~s )0, where 9+ are the ex-

pansions in the future-pointing null directions normal to
S. The space-time is assumed time-orientable, so that
"future" and "past" can be assigned consistently. One
may then distinguish between a past trapped surface, for
which 9Js) 0, and a future trapped surface, for which

8»~s (0. These are associated with white and black
holes, respectively. In the latter case, the idea is that
both the ingoing and the outgoing light rays are converg-
ing, so that all signals from the surface are trapped inside
a shrinking region. Future trapped surfaces do not quite
characterize black holes, as can be seen from the Carter
black-hole solutions with positive cosmological constant
[1], in which future trapped surfaces exist not just in the
black-hole region, but also in the "cosmological" region
neighboring past infinity.

A trapping boundary is defined in Appendix A as a
boundary of an inextendible trapped region, namely an
inextendible region for which each point lies on some
trapped surface. Less generally, one might assume a foli-
ation of spatial three-surfaces X, and define a trapping
boundary as generated by the boundaries of trapped sub-
sets of each X, namely subsets of X for which each point
lies on some trapped surface lying in X. This restricts to
those trapping boundaries for which the trapped region
can be foliated in this way, probably a physically reason-
able assumption for a suitable choice of foliation, though
certainly not for an arbitrary choice of foliation. This is
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similar to Hawking s definition of apparent horizon [2,3],
except that Hawking imposed additional global assump-
tions, namely that the space-time is "regular predict-
able, "a much more serious restriction. In particular, the
apparent horizon, like the event horizon, is defined only
in asymptotically flat space-times. Proposition 9.2.9 of
Hawking and Ellis [3] asserts that an apparent horizon is
foliated by surfaces on which one expansion vanishes,
sometimes called marginal surfaces. This suggests replac-
ing the concept of apparent horizon or trapping bound-
ary with a more operational definition directly in terms of
marginal surfaces.

An immediate problem is that a marginal surface does
not precisely capture the idea of the outer boundary of a
black or white hole. Firstly, there are "pathological" ex-
amples such as plane-wave space-times or the de Sitter
space-time, where each point has a marginal surface pass-
ing through it. Secondly, in such examples as the Kerr or
Reisner-Nordstrom black hole, marginal surfaces exist
not just on the outer horizons but also on the inner hor-
izons. These are usually distinguished by assigning an
"outward" direction as determined by the global assump-
tion of asymptotic fiatness [2,3], again a serious restric-
tion. A simpler resolution is suggested by noting that the
inner and outer horizons of the Kerr or Reissner-
Nordstrom black hole can be distinguished by whether
the vanishing expansion increases or decreases across the
horizon.

Definitions. A marginal surface is a spatial two-surface
S on which one null expansion vanishes, fixed henceforth
as 8+~s=0. A trapping horizon is the closure H of a
three-surface H foliated by marginal surfaces on which
8 ~&%0 and X 8+~&%0, where the double-null folia-
tion is adapted to the marginal surfaces. The trapping
horizon and marginal surfaces are said to be outer if
& 8+IH &0, inner if & 8+~H)0, future if 8 ~H &0,
and past if 8

~ H )0.
The outer marginal surface should not be confused

with Hawking's "marginally outer trapped surface" [2,3],
for which the global assumption of asymptotic flatness is
used to assign an outward direction.

The most relevant case in the context of black holes is
the future outer trapping horizon In this c.ase, the
definition captures the idea that the ingoing light rays
should be converging, 8 ~H &0, and the outgoing light
rays should be instantaneously parallel on the horizon,
8+ ~~ =0, and diverging just outside the horizon and con-
verging just inside, X 8+ ~ H & 0. This is the principal in-
tuitive justification for the definition. One could also con-
sider degenerate cases such as 8+~H=O, X 8+~H=O,

8+ ~H &0. Apart from the exclusion of degenerate
horizons, the future outer trapping horizon provides a
general definition of a black hole. The point is that black
holes can be characterized not by the mere existence of
future trapped surfaces, but by the onset of their forma-
tion, as identified by future outer marginal surfaces.

According to Appendix A, a suitably regular trapping
boundary is composed of marginal surfaces S on which
8 ~s and X 8+~s do not change sign. If either sign
varies, the marginal surface does not lie in a trapping
boundary, and so can be excluded from consideration in

the context of black or white holes. Conversely, a com-
pact, future or past, outer or inner marginal surface lies
in the closure of a trapped region. So it is only these four
types of marginal surface which are relevant to black or
white holes. In particular, any spatial two-surface
sufficiently close to, and to the future of, a compact fu-
ture outer marginal surface, is a future trapped surface.
Thus the existence of such a marginal surface can replace
that of a trapped surface in, for instance, the singularity
theorems [3,4].

Inner trapping horizons also include the cosmological
horizons that occur in examples such as Robertson-
Walker cosmological space-times, or in the Carter cosmo-
logical black-hole space-times [1]. This resolves the out-
standing question of distinguishing trapped surfaces of a
cosmological type from those which form in localized
gravitational collapse to a black hole. Regarding this
question, Tipler [8] suggested a closely related definition
of "noncosmological trapped surfaces" which are
acausally connectable to a marginal surface in a certain
way, which turns out to ensure that the marginal surface
is of the (possibly degenerate) future outer type.

The difFering signs of 8+~s and 8 ~s ensure that S is
orientable, and determine a preferred orientation, with a
direction normal to S being called inward if it points to-
wards the neighboring trapped surfaces, and outward if it
points in the opposite sense. Such an intrinsically pre-
ferred orientation renders global assumptions unneces-
sary in distinguishing inside from outside. Indeed, the
definition of future or past, outer or inner trapping hor-
izon requires no global assumptions and depends only on
the quasilocal geometry, as is appropriate for realistic
gravitational collapse. In particular, the definition can be
used in the cosmological context.

IV. THE FOCUSING EQUATIONS

The vacuum Einstein equations, adapted to double-null
foliations of two-surfaces, have been derived in a Hamil-
tonian form [6]. The only components of the Einstein
equations required here are those which concern the de-
velopment of the expansions, which take the dirnension-
less form'

5+8q+ v+8++ ,' 8q+ ,' cr,*b—oP =——8~)+

L+8~+8+8 +e f[ ,'R ( ,'2),f+—co,—)( —,'—2)'f+ro')

(3a)

For those more familiar with the spin-coefficient formalisms

[9], assuming a double-null foliation corresponds to
0=z =p —p= s+ s =r—a —P, plus their "primed" versions.
Apart from the lack of direct analogues of v+, the focusing
equations correspond to (4.12.32a), (4.12.32f), and their primed
versions, using (4.14.20) to eliminate 4&.

+2)'( ,'2),f+ai, )]=8mp —(3b)

where Q~=T(u+ —r+, u+ r+) and p=T(u+ —r+, —
u r) in terms of—the energy tensor T, with units
G = 1. These are the focusing equations, with (3a)
describing how neighboring hght rays focus in each null
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congruence, and (3b) describing the cross-focusing be-
tween the two null congruences.

The dominant energy condition [3] implies

)0
p&{)

(4a)

(4b)

Condition (4a) requires only the null convergence condi-
tion [3], referred to subsequently as the null energy condi-
tion, which follows from the weak energy condition [3].
All quantities will be assumed to exist as functions on S,
and in particular an energy tensor with distributional
support is disallowed, since this can produce artificial
discontinuous jumps in the trapping horizon. Rather re-
markably, the focusing equations (3) and energy inequali-
ties (4) sufiice to determine the key properties of trapping
horizons.

V. TOPOLOGY, SiGNATURE, AND AREA

For compact S, this is just the Gauss theorem [7].
Secondly, if R is integrable on S, there is the Cohn-
Vossen inequality [10],

p ~ 4~y (6)

where y is the Euler-Poincare characteristic of S, with
y=2 for a sphere, y=1 for a plane or projective plane,
g=O for a torus, cylinder, Klein surface or Mobius band,
and y —1 for any other surface. For compact orient-
able two-surfaces, the Cohn-Vossen inequality reduces to
an equality, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem [7]. If A,
2)'(co, —

—,'2l, f) and ~m 22)f~ are integrab—le—on an outer
or inner marginal surface S, then S will be described as
wel/ adjusted. This condition can be thought of as ex-
pressing that a noncompact S is asymptotically well
behaved, cf. "well tempered" [10]. A compact marginal
surface is necessarily well adjusted.

Theorem 1: topology law. If the dominant energy con-
dition holds, a well-adjusted, future or past, outer mar-
ginal surface has spherical or planar topology.

Proof. For an outer marginal surface S, the cross-
focusing equation (3b) yields the inequality
0 ( —efX 8+ ~s

&
—,'% ~s+2)'( —,'2),f—co, )j~, which in-

tegrates over well-adjusted S to 0 & 2~X, using (5) and (6).
Since future or past marginal surfaces must be orientable,
this leaves only spherical (X=2) or planar (X= 1) topolo-
gy.

Corollary. If the dominant energy condition holds, a
compact, future or past, outer marginal surface has
spherical topology.

Note that there is no such restriction on the topology
of inner marginal surfaces. The result generalizes
Hawking's "sphere theorem" for asymptotically flat
space-times [2,3]. Hawking considered the outermost ap-

There are two relevant integral theorems, discussed in
this context by Newman [10]. Firstly, if a vector X
tangent to 5 is such that S,X' and ~X~ =+X,X' are in-

tegrable on S, then

pS,X'=0 .

parent horizon, i.e., the apparent horizon nearest to con-
formal infinity, which must be an outer rather than inner
trapping horizon, due to the signs of the expansions near
infinity. The result is similar to that of Newman [10],
whose "stable marginal surfaces" are spheres, planes, or
projective planes. Note that if degenerate outer marginal
surfaces are allowed, X 8+ ~ s & 0, then X=0 toPologies
are also possible. However, (6) and (3b) then show that

p~z, (co —,'X—lf —) ~s and X 8+ ~s vanish, and hence so does
Such fiat surfaces can be dismissed on the grounds

of genericity or stability.
Theorem 2: signature law. If the null energy condition

holds, a trapping horizon is null if and only if the internal
shear and normal energy density vanish. Otherwise, an
outer trapping horizon is spatial and an inner trapping
horizon is Lorentzian.

Proof. The direction of development of the trapping
horizon 8 is located by a vector z~H tangent to H and
normal to the foliating marginal surfaces, such that
X,8+ ~ z =0. So z is a linear combination
z =P(u+ r+ ) ~H

——a(u r) ~z,—and is spatial, null, or
temporal as a/P is positive, zero, or negative, respective-
ly. Since X,8+ ~H =f3/+8+ ~H

—aX 8+ ~H, one has

a/f3=2+9+/X 8+ ~H. The focusing equation (3a)
yields /+8+ ~~ &0, so that a/P~ 0 for an outer trapping
horizon and a/P&0 for an inner trapping horizon. In
both cases, a//3~ =0 at p EH if and only if X+8+ ~

=0,
i.e., in the "instantaneously stationary" case where the
normal energy density P+~ and the internal shear o'+~~
vanish. The result follows from the sign of cr//3.

This verifies the common belief that an outer trapping
horizon, or something similar like an apparent horizon, is
generically spatial. Again, this is not true for inner trap-
ping horizons. Newman [10]gave a definition of stability
for marginal surfaces in terms of the existence of a varia-
tion which is spatial or nu11. Newman's stable marginal
surface is thus closely related to the outer marginal sur-
face as defined here. In this sense, inner trapping hor-
izons are unstable. (Except, ironically, for instantaneous-

ly stationary inner trapping horizons). Although this
definition of stability is questionable, it relates to the gen-
eral belief that inner black-hole horizons are unstable in

the usual initial-data sense [4]. This raises the question
of whether there is some reason of principle which for-
bids inner horizons.

Theorem 3: second law. If the null energy condition
holds, the area form of a future outer or past inner trap-
ping horizon is nondecreasing, and the area form of a
past outer or future inner trapping horizon is nonincreas-
ing, in all cases being constant if and only if the horizon
is null.

Proof. Note that X+.IM=p, 8+. Along the horizon, the
area form p develops according to X,plH= IM«
The orientation of z is naturally fixed by P) 0, meaning
that z has a positive component along the future-pointing
null direction of vanishing expansion. Then outer trap-
ping horizons have +~0 and inner trapping horizons
o. «0, and by definition future trapping horizons have
8 ~H &0 and past trapping horizons 8 ~H )0.

Corollary. The area form of a future trapping horizon
is increasing, constant, or decreasing as the horizon is
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spatial, null, or Lorentzian, respectively.
The second law, or area theorem, is the analogue for

trapping horizons, conjectured by Hawking [2] for ap-
parent horizons in the asymptotically flat context, of his
famous theorem for event horizons. Note that the second
law is a pointwise result, with the immediate consequence
that, for compact marginal surfaces S, the total area

1/2

16m.

a=m p co — co
1

1/2
q=m 2 pefp

S

1/2

(9a}

(9b)

(9c)

has the same monotonicity properties. For outer trap-
ping horizons, this confirms the expectation that black
holes have nondecreasing area, and white holes have
nonincreasing area. For inner trapping horizons, the sit-
uation reverses. Considering the thermodynamic analogy,
this reversal of the thermodynamic arrow of time on an
inner horizon could be taken as indicating either novel
physics, or that black holes with inner horizons cannot
occur in nature for thermodynamic reasons.

VI. TRAPPING GRAVITY AND THE ZEROTH
AND FIRST LAWS

As already noted, the area theorem for a future outer
trapping horizon is analogous to the second law of ther-
modynamics, with area A corresponding to entropy
s —

—,
' A. To formulate analogues of the other laws of ther-

modynamics requires an analog of temperature 8, namely
surface gravity s-2m.8. Surface gravity has previously
been defined only for Killing horizons, i.e., for stationary
black holes, and the standard zeroth and first laws are
formulated for this case only [1]. In seeking a general
definition of surface gravity, one must choose between
the event horizon and the trapping horizon, which coin-
cide only in the stationary case. Since the event horizon
is an essentially global concept, there can be no local or
quasilocal definition of surface gravity associated with it.
For a trapping horizon, a simple geometrical definition is
suggested by recalling that a basic property of surface
gravity is that its vanishing is the condition for the hor-
izon to be degenerate.

Dejknition The tra.pping grauity Ic of an outer trapping
horizon H is given by

,'v' ef&-8+—IH= ,'v'efp '-Z Z,plH (8)

where the double-null foliation is adapted to the marginal
surfaces.

Recall from Sec. II that ~ is an invariant of a non-null
trapping horizon. Note that a & 0, which may be relaxed
to ~ ~ 0 if one wishes to include degenerate horizons. The
supposed "third law of black-hole dynamics, " namely ~
real and positive, is then linked to the supposed nonex-
istence of inner or degenerate horizons. It transpires that
there is a connection between sc and various quasilocal
measures of energy.

Definitions On a trapping .horizon foliated by compact
marginal surfaces S, the irreducible energy m [11],angu-
lar energy a, and material energy q are given by

These are invariants of the trapping horizon, with m be-
ing a convenient measure of the area, a depending on the
extrinsic curvature, and q depending on the energy tensor
of the matter. The energy or mass m is irreducible in the
sense that it is nondecreasing on a future outer trapping
horizon, according to the second law. The quantity ma
may be interpreted as measuring quasilocal angular
momentum, and is related to the Hamiltonian quasilocal
energy [12],which, if (f, r+, v+ ) l s =0, takes the form

E= f p(%+8+8 —
—,'o,+qo' —2co, co') .

8n. s
(10}

Note that E includes a contribution from the angular
term.

Theorem 4: zeroth law If the dominant energy condi-
tion holds on a compact, future or past, outer marginal
surface S, the total trapping gravity is bounded above ac-
cording to

with equality if and only if ~ is constant on S.
Proof. On an outer marginal surface S, the cross-

focusing equation (3b) reduces to

4ic = [—,'% ( ,'2),f co, )( ,'2—)'f——co')——

+2)'( —,'2),f—co, ) 8~efp]ls—

which integrates to

(12}

pK =m 1—f 2

5
q

m
(13}

recalling from the topology law that S must have spheri-
cal topology, and that fsp8=8m. The result follows

from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, ( f spy)
A fspy, with equality if and only if q& is constant on

S.
This zeroth law is a much stronger statement than the

standard version for stationary horizons, which merely
states that the surface gravity is constant in that case.
The new version gives a necessary and suScient condi-
tion for the trapping gravity to be constant, and shows
that the equilibrium case corresponds to the attainment
of a bound. This provides a powerful theoretical reason
for regarding the equilibrium case as physically ixnpor-
tant, rather than just a convenient simplification. An
analogous statement in thermodynamics would be that
there is an upper bound on the total temperature of a sys-
tem, attained if and only if the temperature is constant,
i.e., in thermal equilibrium.

In the equilibrium case, the inequality reduces to
A a =4m.V m —a —q, which has the same form as the
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usual formula for the surface gravity of the Kerr-
Newman solution, though be warned that ( m, a, q) are
quasilocal quantities defined on the horizon rather than
the traditional asymptotic quantities. Note that this is a
dynamic equilibrium in the sense that ~ need not be con-
stant along the horizon, i.e., the black hole need not be
stationary. More specifically still, the inequality (11) also
implies the maximal bound f spx 4rrm, which is at-

tained only if p~s and (co —
—,'Sf )~s vanish and A~s is

constant, so that S is a metric sphere with 4m~=1. This
is still more general than the case of the Schwarzschild
horizon, since infalling matter can be present, i.e., the
horizon need not be null. An example is the massless sca-
lar field, for which p, co, and 2)f vanish in spherical sym-
metry.

Given the generalization of surface gravity to trapping
gravity, consider generalizing the first law of black-hole
dynamics, which should relate variations in the area of
the horizon to variations in energy, analogously to
85s=5E. In the context of Killing horizons, the varia-
tion 5 is usually taken among Kerr-Newman solutions,
parametrized by the asymptotic constants. For a trapping
horizon, the natural variation to consider is just the
derivative along the horizon.

Theorem 5: first law. If the null energy condition
holds on an outer trapping horizon H, the area form p of
the marginal surfaces develops according to

&+,plH g'ir@= pe 8 Q'irf++ (~ &~ho'+ ~~ (14)

where the vector z is tangent to the horizon and normal
to the surfaces, and normalized by z,z'=1 if spatial.

Proof. Recall from the signature law that on an outer
trapping horizon, z is spatial or null, being null at p EH if
and only if X,p~ =0, in which case the result is trivial.
When z is spatial, it may be normalized to a unit
vector by z=[(u+ r+ )e—/2a a(u —r)]~H—. Then
0=2,8+ ~H =(X+8+ef/2a —~ 8+ ) ~H yields 2a
=efX+8+/X 8+ H, with 2+8+ ~H

= (gag+-
+ ,'o,+bo'+)~H and —X 8+~H= —4e f~ . The result fol-

lows from X,p~H
= pa8-

This new version of the first law applies to any outer
trapping horizon, and refers to the actual variation of the
area form along the horizon, rather than a variation in
some space of solutions. Remarkably, the trapping gravi-
ty occurs in the expected way. Note that this is another
pointwise result, with the variation of the total area being
obtained as the integral,

8~4
S K

The two-form 4 is not immediately familiar, but may be
interpreted as measuring the effective energy flux across
the horizon, with the factor of e 0 ensuring that N is
invariant under rescalings of the null normals. Alterna-
tively, one may avoid any such interpretation and simply
regard the result as determining the development of the
area form in terms of initial data on the horizon. The
main point is that if there is a general first law for trap-
ping horizons, equation (14) is the correct expression.

The new first law can be written as a balance of varia-

tions by defining a mass aspect or energy two-form c. such
that 4=X,E. The constant of integration could be fixed

by taking c, zero at the center where the trapping horizon
first forms, presuming this exists. This, in turn, suggests
defining the energy or mass of a trapping horizon up to a
marginal surface S by A'= f E. Note that A' is implicitly

S
an integral over the horizon, rather than an integral over
S alone.

VII. CONCLUSION

Several key properties of trapping horizons have been

proved, including general versions of the zeroth, first, and
second laws of black-hole dynamics. At a more funda-
mental level, the future outer trapping horizon provides a
general definition of a black hole. The zeroth and first

laws involve a general definition of the surface gravity of
a black hole, the trapping gravity. A genuine connection
to thermodynamics, namely Hawking radiation, is known

only for the stationary case [13,14]. How or whether the
phenomenon of Hawking radiation generalizes to trap-

ping horizons is currently an important open question.
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APPENDIX A: RELATING MARGINAL SURFACES
AND TRAPPING BOUNDARIES

The main motivation for considering marginal surfaces
is that since they are "just trapped, " they should give a
quasilocal characterization of the boundary of a black or
white hole. This appendix shows that compact, future or
past, outer or inner marginal surfaces lie in closures of
trapped regions, and are the only nondegenerate marginal
surfaces which foliate boundaries of inextendible trapped
regions.

Definitions Atrapped r.egion of space-time At is a con-
nected subset TC A such that for all p E T, there exists a
trapped surface S' with p ES'. An extension T' of T is a
trapped region with T C T'. An inextendible trapped re-

gion is one with no extension. A trapping boundary is a
connected component of the boundary of an inextendible
trapped region.

This is inspired by Hawking's definition of apparent
horizon [2,3], but diff'ers in several respects. First,
trapped surfaces rather than outer trapped surfaces have
been used, since the inside and outside of a two-surface
cannot be distinguished in general. (The classical work
refers to asymptotically flat space-times, where such a
distinction can be made. ) Second, the trapped regions are
four-dimensiona1 rather than three-dimensional, for max-
imal generality. Third, there are no additional global as-

sumptions, such as regular predictability.
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Theorem 6. Given a compact marginal surface S lying
in a future or past, outer or inner trapping horizon, any
spatial two-surface sufficiently close to S is trapped if it
lies inside the horizon, and not trapped if it lies outside.

Proof I.t suffices to consider one of the four cases, say
a future outer trapping horizon, so that on one of the
foliating marginal surfaces S, 8+~s=O, 8 ~s&0, and

8+~s &0. Note that 8 &0 in a neighborhood of S.
Consider any three-surface X which crosses the horizon
at S. The direction v~s tangent to X and normal to S
can be written as a linear combination v =y(u r—) ~s

+»ls, where zls=13(u+ —r+)ls —a(u —r —)ls is the
direction of the horizon, given by X,8+ ~s =0, and y &0
fixes the orientation of v. Then X„8+~s=yX 8+~s&0,
so that for any foliation of X based on S, there are neigh-
borhoods U and U' of X with BUREAU'=S, inside and
outside the horizon, respectively, such that 8+ ~ U &0 and
8+~U )0, and 8+8 ~U&0, and 8+8 ~v &0. Since X
and the foliation of X are arbitrary, any spatial two-
surface sufficiently close to S is trapped if it lies to the fu-
ture of the horizon, and not trapped if it lies to the past.

Corollary. A compact, future or past, outer or inner
marginal surface lies in the closure of a trapped region.

It does not necessarily follow that the marginal surface
lies in a trapping boundary, since it could still be inter-
sected by a non-neighboring trapped surface. For in-
stance, when black holes collide, the trapped regions
merge and the trapping boundary changes topology.
However, marginal surfaces are likely to continue into
the trapped region, forming a ghostly trapping horizon.

Establishing a converse is more technical. In principle,
a trapping boundary may not be smooth, and the trapped
surfaces may be distributed chaotically near the bound-
ary. It seems that further progress requires assumptions
on the smoothness of the boundary and on the uniformity
with which trapped surfaces approach the boundary.

Definition Alimit se. ction of a trapping boundary is a
subset which is a spatial two-surface arising as the uni-
form limit of a sequence of trapped surfaces.

Assuming that a trapping boundary admits such limit
sections is probably a physically reasonable requirement,
but from a purely mathematical viewpoint is a rather
strong condition. In fact, considerably weaker conditions
suffice for the laws derived in this article, or pointwise
versions thereof, but the proofs become significantly
longer. (I particularly thank Marcus Kriele for discus-
sions on these issues}.

Theorem 7. If a subset of a trapping boundary can be
foliated by limit sections S, then

(i) 8+8 ~s=0, and taking 8+~s=O,
(ii) either 8 ~s &0 or 8 ~s &0, and
(iii) either X 8+ ~s &0 or X 8+ ~s &0.
Proof of (i) Taking .a sequence of trapped surfaces S;

approaching S,8+8 ~s &0 implies 8+8 ~s &0. Next
t

suppose that there is a q ES such that 8+8 ~
)0. Then

for any foliation there exists a neighborhood U of q such
that 8+8

~ U )0. Consider a foliation containing a
trapped surface S' passing though U and a surface S"
which crosses S in U and is arbitrarily close to S' outside
U. Then 8+8 ~s ~ &0, so that S" is also trapped. This

contradicts the inextendibility of the trapped region.
Thus 8+8 ~s =0.

Proof of (ii) On the sequence S;, either 8 ~s &0 or
l

8 ~s &0, corresponding to future and past trapped sur-
t

faces, respectively. So either 8
~ s & 0 or 8

~ s & 0, re-
spectively.

Proof of (iii) O.n the sequence S;, either 8+~s &0 or
t

8+ ~s )0, corresponding to future and past trapped sur-
l

faces, respectively. Since 8+~s=O, either X„8+~s&0 or
X„8+~ s & 0, respectively, where v

~ s is the direction nor-
mal to S along which the sequence approaches S, point-
ing towards the trapped region. The direction z~s of the
trapping boundary, for which X,8+ ~s =0, can then be re-
lated to v by v =y(u r) s—+» s, with y )0 or y & 0
as S; are to the future or past of the horizon, respectively.
Since X,8+~s=yX 8+~s, either X 8+~s &0 or
& 8+Is 0.

The main lesson of (ii) and (iii) is that neither 8 nor
8+ can vary its sign over S, thus classifying marginal

surfaces that occur in trapping boundaries into four basic
types, described as future or past, and outer or inner, in
view of the example of the Kerr or Reissner-Nordstrom
black hole. The nonstrict inequalities in (ii) and (iii} have
been made strict in the definition given in the text, be-
cause the converses of (ii) and (iii) are not true, i.e., a
marginal surface satisfying (ii) and (iii) need not lie in a
trapping boundary, as shown by the example of marginal
spheres in the de Sitter cosmos, or marginal planes in
plane-wave space-times. So the definition of future outer
marginal surface excludes some degenerate marginal sur-
faces which may also lie in a trapping boundary. The de-
generate cases have been excluded partly because they are
more awkward for calculational purposes, and partly due
to the putative physical principle, referred to as the
"third law of black-hole dynamics", that degenerate hor-
izons cannot be attained by physical processes.

APPENDIX B: ANHOLONOMICITY VS NORMAL
FUNDAMENTAL FORM

In classical differential geometry, the extrinsic curva-
ture of a submanifold is encoded in the second fundamen-
tal forms and the normal fundamental forms [7]. It is im-
portant to note that the normal fundamental forms are
not genuine geometrical invariants, but depend on the
choice of basis of the normal bundle. Fortunately, there
is a geometrical invariant, the anholonomicity or "twist"
[5,6], which encodes essentially the same information. In
general, the anholonomicity is an invariant associated
with a particular foliation, but in the case of cosignature
(
—+ ), the null normals fix a preferred normal basis, and

the value of the anholonomicity on a particular submani-
fold turns out to be independent of the foliation away
from the submanifold.

Consider a manifold with metric (, ), and a submani-
fold S of codimension m. Take a normal basis
N„=(N„. . .N }, i.e., a linearly independent set of vec-
tors such that (N„,X ) =0 for all vectors X tangent to S.
The normal fundamental forms P„„are one-forms on S
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defined by

P„,(X)=(V«N„,N, ) .

Clearly p„, are not independent of the choice of basis N .

If the cosignature is Riemannian, it is usual to take N„ to
be orthonormal, but in general it is not possible to main-
tain such a normalization over a foliation of submani-
folds.

If the cosignature is ( —+ ), there are two preferred
normal directions, the null directions, given by vectors
N+ and N such that (N+, N+)=0. This fixes a pre-
ferred basis for the normal bundle, up to rescalings and
interchange of N+. There are then only two nonzero
normal fundamental forms,

P+(X)=(V«N+, N+ ) .

Under rescalings N+) e *N+,
C+ C

P+ e —e (P++ (N+, N )V ~&)c+ )

and under interchange N+ ~N +,

Interpreting, p+ are not invariants of the extrinsic curva-
ture, but depend on the choice of normals. This can be
corrected in three steps. (i) Normalize p~ by dividing by
(N+, N ). (ii) Antisymmetrize, i.e., use p+ —p as the
variable, since P++P =V~s)(N+, N ) encodes only
coordinate data. (iii) Propagate N+ such that the corre-
sponding one-forms n+(z) = ( N+, z ) are closed, dn+ =0.
The resulting one-form on S is the anholonomicity co,

([N,N+ ],X)
2(N+, N )

(V«N+, N ) —(V«N, N+ )

2(N+, N )

This time, under rescalings N+ ~e N+ preserving
dn+ =0,

and under interchange N+ )

So ~to~ is an invariant of the extrinsic curvature. The
condition dn+ =0 relates the normal fundamental forms
to the anholonomicity by p+ = ,' V

~
s—)( N+, N )

+(N+, N )to. On a particular submanifold S, one may
fix (N+, N ) ~s= —1, in which case P+~s=+to~s, so
that the normal fundamental forms coincide with the
anholonomicity on S, up to sign. This means that the dis-
tinction is irrelevant for many purposes. However,
(N+, N ) cannot be freely prescribed over a foliation,
and so the invariant co is generally preferable to the
basis-dependent normal fundamental forms.

More generally, the anholonomicity is defined with
respect to a foliation of submanifolds as follows. Consid-
er m foliations of codimension-one submanifolds given by
the level surfaces of m functions („=((„.. . , g ), which

intersect in a foliation of codimension-m submanifolds.
Define the normal one-forms n„=dg„a nd the corre-
sponding normal vectors N„, (N„,z ) =n„(z) The. anho-

lonomicity co„ is defined by

co„,(X)= —,
' ( [N„N„],X ) =

—,
' ( V«N„, N „)——,

' ( V«N„N„)

up to normalization, the details of which depend on the
cosignature. Comparing with the normal fundamental
forms: on at least one (codimension-m) submanifold S,
the symmetric part P~„„)=,'V~s)(N„, N—,) can be set to
zero by coordinate choice, and the antisymmetric part

p(„,) coincides with co„„asa result of dn„=0. A suitably
normalized co„ is invariant under functional rescalings of

g„, so is an invariant of the foliation. Its value on S is in-

dependent of the foliation away from S only in the case of
cosignature (

—+ ), where the null normals fix preferred
normal directions. Otherwise, rotations of the normal
basis preclude the extraction of preferred one-forms from

CO~, .
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